The art of tea making meets technology with Breville
The new Automatic Tea Maker &amp; Kettle from Breville knows exactly the right temperature and brewing time
required to extract the full aroma and flavour from the most popular tea varieties.

As the most consumed beverage in the world after water, tea forms a daily ritual that requires careful preparation for maximum enjoyment. The new
Automatic Tea Maker & Kettle (BTM800) from Breville knows exactly the right temperature and brewing time required to extract the full aroma and
flavour from the most popular tea varieties. Pouring freshly boiled water onto more delicate tea leaves, such as green, oolong and white varieties, may
scald the leaves and result in a bitter, astringent taste. Similarly, brewing the tea for too long or too short can result in an unpleasant or tasteless cup.
The Breville Automatic Tea Maker & Kettle simplifies the process with its five preset brew temperatures according to tea type; green, black, white,
herbal and oolong. Its LCD screen guides you through selections, including a choice of three preset brew times to control tea strength. There are also
custom options for passionate tea drinkers who like to experiment.Once selections are made, the tea maker automatically lowers the tea basket when
the water reaches the ideal brewing temperature. After the preset infusion time, the basket automatically lifts and the tea is ready to pour.Offering
flexibility, the Automatic Tea Maker & Kettle allows you to pre-select a start time – perfect for that freshly brewed pot ready for breakfast. It also
provides an option to keep your pot of tea warm at the selected temperature for up to 60 minutes and can function as a variable temperature kettle as
well. The Breville Automatic Tea Maker & Kettle is available from department stores and electrical retailers nationally. RRP: $299.95 Breville enquiries:
1300 139 798 or visit www.breville.com.auMEDIA ENQUIRIES:
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